Video coding and compression are essential components of multimedia services but are known to be computationally intensive and energy demanding. Traditional video coding paradigms, predictive and distributed video coding (PVC and DVC), result in excessive computation at either the encoder (PVC) or decoder (DVC). Several recent papers have proposed a hybrid PVC/DVC codec which shares the video coding workload between encoder and decoder. In this article, we propose a controller for such hybrid coders that considers energy and temperature to dynamically split the coding workload of a system comprised of one encoder and one decoder. We also present two heuristic algorithms for determining safe operating temperatures in the controller solution: (1) stable state thermal modeling algorithm, which focuses on long term temperatures, and (2) transient thermal modeling algorithm, which is better for short-term thermal behavior. Results show that the proposed algorithms result in more balanced energy utilization, improve overall system lifetime, and reduce operating temperatures when compared to strictly PVC and DVC systems. 
INTRODUCTION

Motivation
Video coding and compression are essential components of multimedia services [Richardson 2003 ]. They allow for digital video use in environments that could not support raw video and make more efficient use of bandwidth and storage resources. However, video coding schemes are computationally intensive and facilitate the following issues.
Energy. While drastically reducing transmission and/or storage demands, video compression can be energy demanding even after being fully optimized with existing software and hardware energy minimization techniques [He et al. 2005] . Power and energy management are now necessary for all types of computing systems, from battery-operated smart phones to high-performance, high-density servers.
Temperature. High performance demands, such as those in video coding, have been shown to raise power density, operating temperatures, and cause degenerative effects in electronic systems, which include electromigration, stress migration, and timedependent dielectric breakdown [Srinivasan et al. 2004] . Extreme temperatures can decrease device lifetime by leading to premature hardware failure, reducing battery capacity, and increasing static power consumption [Rao et al. 2003; Srinivasan et al. 2004; Skadron et al. 2004] . High temperatures can also lower transmission signal fidelity and disrupt communication between devices [Bannister et al. 2008] .
Some works have investigated energy, power [He et al. 2005; Zhang 2009 ], and/or thermal management [Lee et al. 2006; Yeo and Kim 2008] for video compression and applications. However, these are typically restricted to either encoders, which compress a video signal, or decoders, which recover the compressed video. This is not a flaw in the current literature but due to the nature of video coding paradigms.
-Predictive Video Coding (PVC) . is the more conventional video coding technique. In this paradigm, the video encoder exploits inter-frame correlations to achieve high compression efficiency (e.g., MPEG-x or H.26x). PVC was designed to benefit applications with down-link models, such as digital television broadcasting and ondemand streaming services, where a sender encodes a video signal once and that signal is decoded by many receivers. In this model, the encoder has enough energy and computing resources, while the decoder is resource constrained. -Distributed Video Coding (DVC) . is a relatively new coding paradigm which shifts workload to the decoder [Girod et al. 2005; Puri and Ramchandran 2003] . The theory essentially says that if the correlation between frames in a video sequence is known at the decoder, DVC can achieve the same rate-distortion performance as PVC [Wyner and Ziv 1976] . Since the correlation for video sequences is never explicitly known, the encoder must still play a minor role in the coding process by sending error-correcting information to the decoder. In this model, the decoder performs the majority of the workload. DVC benefits applications with an up-link model where one or more resource-constrained senders transmit to one receiving sink.
The two paradigms create an imbalance of workload (higher energy consumption, operating temperatures) at either the encoder (PVC) or decoder (DVC). However, with the emergence of wireless networks, there are a growing number of applications which involve heterogeneous devices that would benefit from flexible distribution of workload. For example, in video chat with smart phones, both encoder and decoder are resource-constrained mobile devices. PVC and DVC are unsatisfactory in such scenarios and only provide two extremes.
Related Work
There has been a great deal of work on energy/power management in PVC coding, specifically MPEG-x and H.26x standards. A detailed overview of power-aware work for mobile multimedia and video coding is presented in Zhang [2009] . He et al. [2005] develop a power-rate-distortion model for an MPEG encoder with complexity control parameters and solve an optimization problem to maximize video quality given power and framerate constraints. Yeo and Kim [2008] and Lee et al. [2006] both proposed dynamic thermal management schemes for MPEG decoding. These works made use of spatiotemporal quality degradation and dynamic voltage/frequency scaling to ensure safe operating temperatures. To our knowledge, there has been no work on thermal management schemes for MPEG encoding in a real-time system, which is surprising since MPEG encoding requires 5-10 times the complexity of decoding [Girod et al. 2005] .
Flexible workload sharing between encoder and decoder through hybrid PVC/DVC has been shown [Chen and Steinbach 2008; Slowack et al. 2010] . In Chen and Steinbach [2008] , the encoder exploited video correlation for high motion portions of a video frame. The decoder side was responsible for exploiting correlation in the remaining portion of the frame. Experiments showed that increasing encoder participation improved rate-distortion performance. In Slowack et al. [2010] , inter-frame prediction was divided between the encoder/decoder in two ways: spatial partitioning (similar to [Chen and Steinbach 2008] ) and temporal refinement. The authors modeled prediction complexity for both ends of the system and solved an optimization problem to satisfy fixed encoder/decoder complexity constraints. In our literature survey, we could not find any papers dealing explicitly with temperature/energy for DVC or hybrid PVC/DVC coders.
Contributions
In this article, we investigate a two-node video delivery system consisting of a single sender (encoder) and a single receiver (decoder). The sender possesses the video source that the receiver is requesting. Each side is operating with a limited energy supply. Our main goal is to manage resources of both sender and receiver to (i) prolong system lifetime (i.e., the time until energy is fully exhausted at either side) and (ii) keep the operating temperatures within allowable limits. To our knowledge, this is the first work to consider thermally safe temperatures across encoder/decoder boundaries in video coding applications. Research in traditional video coding techniques only focuses on the excessive computing and/or transmission required by one end of the system. As previously discussed, this is due to the imbalance of workload in the PVC and DVC paradigms, which requires high computing demands at the encoder and decoder, respectively. To achieve our goal, we essentially combine these two paradigms by introducing a control parameter which modifies how much compression workload is performed at the sender and receiver. A controller then dynamically adapts the control parameter in order to shift workload, power dissipation, and high temperatures between sender and receiver based on current system conditions. To this end, we discuss the following: (1) quantitative models that estimate energy consumed, power, temperature, and data transmission (bandwidth) for both encoder and decoder; (2) a controller which records the usage of the preceding resources and modifies our workload balancing parameter at runtime to optimize a system lifetime objective function and maintain safe operating temperatures at both sender and receiver; and (3) two heuristic algorithms (stable state and transient) which differ by how peak temperature is predicted; and (4) a variant of both algorithms that switches the objective function when either encoder or decoder violates thermal constraints to minimize the degree of violation. Results obtained for six benchmark videos show improvements in overall system lifetime (15.1% and 10.8%) and reduced thermal footprint when comparing the proposed method to strictly PVC and DVC coding systems.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss background details of video coding. Section 3 outlines several challenges in video streaming and also introduces our control parameter and constrained optimization problem. Section 4 describes the implementation of our hybrid PVC/DVC codec, how the control parameter works, and how the control parameter qualitatively influences energy, temperature, etc. In Section 5, we present quantitative models for bandwidth utilization, energy consumption, and thermal behavior. Section 6 discusses our optimization algorithm which has several variants. Section 7 describes the complexity of the proposed algorithm and ways to improve its cost. Finally, we present simulation results 96:4 D. Forte and A. Srivastava for our proposed systems and compare them to strict PVC and DVC approaches in Section 8. In general, most video coding standards divide the frames of a video stream into two types.
List of Abbreviations
PVC
(1) Key frame is compressed using only the spatial information contained within itself (i.e., intra-frame compression). Many standards will refer to these as I frames.
Encoding of I frames in most standards (e.g., MPEG) involves transform coding (typically DCT), quantization, and entropy coding. Decoding of I frames merely reverses these steps. More details are given later. (2) Non-key frame is compressed by utilizing information in one or more previously coded key or non-key frames (references). This is known as inter-frame prediction or compression. If only one frame is used as a reference, then the frame being compressed is referred to as a P frame. If two frames are used as a references to compress the frame, it is a B frame. (Note that in DVC, B frames are often referred to as Wyner-Ziv or W frames). The major component of encoding/decoding of nonkey frames is motion estimation/compensation, which is described later.
The use of both types is critical in video coding. Key frames exploit spatial correlation. They are needed for scene changes and to fix "drifting" errors that can result from inter-compression and noise in the communication medium. Non-key frames exploit the temporal correlation of frames in a video stream and obtain superior compression (lower bandwidth) when compared to key frames.
Group-of-Picture (GOP) Structure
Frames in a video stream are divided into key and non-key types in regular intervals.
The key frame and all frames that are temporally located between the key frame and the previous key frame are referred to as a group-of-pictures (GOP). The GOP length is determined by the period in which a key frame occurs and is generally fixed. A typical stream is shown in Figure 1 (a) for GOP length 8. The coding of the frames in a GOP can be represented by a directed tree. This is illustrated in Figure 1 (b) for GOP length 8. Frames are coded in order of level (or layer) in the tree. Key frames at the top of the tree (layer TL-0) are compressed independently of other frames in the current GOP (via intra-compression). Then, the key frames in layer TL-0 act as references to compress the non-key frames in the next layer TL-1 (via inter-compression). Frames in TL-0 and TL-1 are used to inter-code the non-key frames in TL-2 and so forth. We will assume this layered GOP structure throughout the article.
Intra-Frame Compression
Intra-frame compression typically involves transform coding, quantization, and entropy coding. The transform typically used for image and video compression (JPEG, MPEG, etc.) is the discrete cosine transform (DCT). The DCT separates the image signal into its elementary frequency components. Elements of the transformed signal are quantized based on their location in the frequency spectrum. The quantization reduces the number of discrete symbols needed to represent the transformed signal. Entropy encoding is used to compress the signal stream further. To decode the video frame, the steps are essentially reversed. The output frame at the receiver will not match the sender's frame exactly and depends on the degree of quantization. Higher (lower) quantization reduces (increases) the communication bandwidth and the decoded video quality at the receiver. In this article, we will assume fixed quantization levels.
Inter-Frame Compression via Motion Estimation
The most popular coding and compression standards rely on block-based motion estimation (ME) algorithms for non-key frame prediction/compression. The intuition behind motion estimation is simple. Patterns corresponding to objects and background in a video frame move within the frame to form corresponding objects in subsequent frames. Motion estimation is typically performed with the following steps.
-The non-key frame is divided into N × N-pixel non-overlapping macroblocks (MB).
-Each MB in the current non-key frame is compared with its corresponding block and adjacent neighbors within its reference frame (or frames). The reference frames used are previously coded frames and are available at both the encoder and decoder. -The search area (for the preceding comparisons) is limited to p pixels on all fours sides of the corresponding macroblock in the reference (see Figure 3 (a)). The block in the search area that matches the current macroblock best is identified by a motion vector (MV). Intuitively, a motion vector uniquely identifies the movement of a macroblock from one location in the reference frame to another in the current frame. -The best macroblock is chosen based on the value of a cost function. The motion vectors (MVs) that determine the best block for every macroblock are the output of motion estimation. -MVs and their corresponding reference frames may be used by the encoder and decoder to form side information (i.e., a prediction or guess) of the non-key frame. Improving upon the prediction requires some additional data exchange, but this is typically much less than if only intra-frame compression were applied to the frame.
Video Coding Paradigms
There are two major video coding paradigms discussed in the literature which differ based on where motion estimation occurs for non-key frames.
-Predictive Video Coding (PVC). The encoder (sender) performs motion estimation (ME as discussed in Section 2.4) between the non-key frame and its references. Side information (SI) is built at both the encoder and decoder sides by utilizing the reference frames and ME's motion vectors (MVs). Error correcting information (which is typically intra-compressed) is then sent from the encoder to the decoder in order to make the SI match the original non-key frame more closely. Implementations of the MPEG algorithm typically follow this approach (see [Richardson 2003 ]). -Distributed Video Coding (DVC) . In this paradigm, the decoder (receiver) performs motion estimation using only the reference frames and generates side information (SI) on its own. In contrast to PVC, SI is only available at the decoder side. Therefore, the encoder doesn't know the precise information needed by the decoder. Typically, feedback with the encoder and turbo encoding/decoding (TE/TD) are used to iteratively improve the SI until a stopping criterion is met [Girod et al. 2005 ].
The preceding coding paradigms are sender centric (PVC) and receiver centric (DVC). As will be discussed in the next section, additional flexibility with respect to resource utilization can be gained by combining these two paradigms.
CHALLENGES, GOALS, AND OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK
Video coding routines, in particular motion estimation, are computationally intensive and resource demanding. There are several challenges in video stream compression which are particularly relevant for mobile devices.
(1) Energy. Dynamically adapting resources of all participating devices to present video conditions is critical for longer lifetime and better reliability in mobile multimedia systems. Unfortunately, the conventional video coding paradigms, PVC and DVC, offer limited flexibility, particularly with respect to energy and temperature. Energy and thermal management is often limited to either the encoder or decoder due to the natures of the paradigms. In PVC (DVC), it is assumed that the receiver (sender) is constrained with respect to energy and/or temperature. Thus, PVC (DVC) requires higher power dissipation and temperatures at the sender (receiver), respectively. However, neither paradigm offers a straightforward way of adapting resources between encoder and decoder.
Problem Instance
In this article, we investigate a two-node video delivery system consisting of a single sender and a single receiver. Note that we interchange the word "sender" with "encoder" and "receiver" with "decoder" throughout the text. The sender possesses the video source which the receiver is requesting. Each side is operating with a limited energy supply. Our main goal is to manage resources of both sender and receiver to (i) prolong system lifetime (i.e., the time until energy is fully exhausted at either side) and (ii) keep the operating temperatures within allowable limits. To accomplish this goal, we essentially combine the two major video coding paradigms previously discussed by introducing a control parameter which modifies how much motion estimation is performed at the sender and receiver. By adapting such a parameter, it is possible to dynamically shift workload, power dissipation, and thermal conditions between the two nodes. We refer to our codec as hybrid PVC/DVC to reflect the fact that coding workload is shared between sender and receiver. For the remainder of this section, we give a high-level overview of the control parameter and describe our optimization framework. In subsequent sections, we discuss lower-level details of the proposed codec, the system resource models, and algorithms which adaptively solve for an optimal control parameter based on the current video complexity, available resources, etc.
Optimization Framework
Assume the layered GOP structure discussed in Section 2.2 with GOP length l. Consider the following control parameter which is applied to all non-key frames in a GOP.
Workload Balancing Control Parameter α. shifts workload in coding non-key frames between the sender and receiver. Let 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 refer to the proportion of total compression/prediction workload (i.e., motion estimation) performed at the sender side. Assume the proportion of compression/prediction workload performed at the receiver side is 1-α. More details on α's influence on energy, temperature, bandwidth, etc., is provided in subsequent sections.
Optimization Problem. As previously discussed, our goal is to dynamically tune control parameter α such that the coding system lifetime is maximized and limitations on system temperatures are met. Assume that E e (α) and E d (α) are the energy dissipated by the sender and receiver, respectively, for one GOP. Let T max,e and T max,d represent the maximum temperatures of the sender and receiver. Finally, let d i denote the bandwidth of the ith frame in the GOP. Our optimization problem is given by the following.
The preceding objective function captures the fact that the system will be nonfunctional if either the encoder or decoder consumes all available energy. Weighting factor β represents the energy available at the encoder divided by the energy available at the decoder. β is used to favor the encoder or decoder when energy available at both sides is not equal. For example, when less energy is available at the encoder (β < 1), the objective is biased to choose a parameter that uses less energy at the encoder and more at the decoder. The first constraint (Equation (2)) limits the maximum encoder and decoder temperatures to a fixed constant C T . Our framework could also allow a constraint on total GOP bandwidth usage. This is given by Equation (3) which limits bandwidth required by each GOP to C d . Finally, the last constraint requires that the control parameter α (which represents the proportion of total workload at the sender side over total workload) lays between zero and one. The quantitative models used to estimate energy, temperature, and bandwidth will be discussed in Section 5.
HYBRID PVC/DVC VIDEO CODEC
In this section, we describe our implementation of the hybrid PVC/DVC codec and how control parameter α divides motion estimation workload. 
Implementation
The proposed hybrid codec is coarsely shown in Figure 2 . For simplicity, we have grouped transform, quantization, and turbo coding modules into "residual encode" and "residual decode" blocks. The codec is similar in spirit to the Stanford DVC architecture with residual coding [Aaron et al. 2006] . One can see two distinct paths for each video frame type at both the encoder and decoder. Before discussing these paths, please note the following.
-We assume the quantization levels of intra-compression are fixed for all frames. In future work, we will examine dynamic quantization in addition to α. -A high-level knowledge of motion estimation (ME) is required to understand how workload is split between the sender and receiver. Please review Section 2.4 for the basic details on ME. In this article, we assume that during ME, the search for the best block includes every possible block in the reference search window. This is typically referred to as full or exhaustive search. We also assume that the search occurs in raster scan order which implies that the search proceeds left to right in the search area's first row, then left to right in the next, and so on (shown in Figure 3 (b)). To identify the best block, we use the mean square error (MSE) cost function for simplicity.
The paths for key and non-key frames are shown in Figure 2 and discussed next.
Key Frame Path. At the encoder side, the key frame is intra-encoded and -decoded. The resulting encoded data is sent to the decoder who also decodes the key frame. Aside from being inserted back into the video stream at the decoder side, key frames will also be used as references for motion estimation at the encoder and decoder for subsequent GOP frames (as discussed in Section 2.2). Thus, the decoded key frames are stored within buffers at both sides for this purpose.
Non-Key Frame Path. The controller solves Equation (1) and determines an optimal α. Depending on the α obtained, side information (SI) can be generated in several ways. Essentially, α divides the workload for non-key frames by splitting the search performed by motion estimation between the two sides of the system. We outline the inter-coding steps for non-key frames and the effects of α for three cases.
(1) α = 1. The system is strictly PVC. The sender performs full search motion estimation (ME) to obtain predictions for every macroblock in the non-key frame.
The motion vectors (MVs) which identify each predicted macroblock are sent to the receiver. Then the receiver builds a frame estimate from these MVs and their respective reference blocks in a process called motion compensation (MC). The frame estimate is used as side information (SI). (2) α = 0. Video coding is strictly DVC. The receiver makes its own prediction and doesn't receive any MVs from the sender. Side information (SI) is generated by interpolation of the current non-key frame's references at the receiver. As in Macchiavello et al. [2009] , interpolation involves motion estimation (ME) performed between the references of the non-key frame (since the receiver doesn't have the non-key frame itself). The receiver performs full search ME, but unlike the previous case, the resulting motion vectors (MVs) are linearly interpolated at midpoint. This is shown in Figure 3 (e). MC is performed with the interpolated MVs and the result is used as SI. (3) 0 < α < 1. Video coding is a combination of PVC and DVC. For each macroblock in the non-key frame, a partial search motion estimation is performed at both sides of the system. The sender performs ME for each macroblock and only considers a search region proportional to α rather than the full search. At the receiver side, ME for each macroblock considers only the sender's omitted search range. This is shown in Figures 3(c) and 3(d) for the sender and receiver search areas, respectively, and α ≈ .35. SI is generated at the receiver by weighted averaging of the encoder's predicted non-key frame (determined by MVs found by the sender) and the decoder's predicted non-key frame (determined by the MVs obtained by the receiver's search).
For all three cases, a residual R is formed at the sender by subtracting a reference frame (available at both sides of the system) and the non-key frame. At the receiver, a residual R is computed by subtracting the same reference and the SI. At this point, both R and R undergo DCT and quantization. Then the discrepancies between quantized R and R are eliminated through an iterative channel coding process called turbo encoding (TE) and decoding (TD). In the TE/TD process (as discussed in [Girod et al. 2005] ), the receiver iteratively requests more error correcting data from the sender until a predefined stopping criterion is met. The higher the accuracy of the SI, the less residual information is needed (i.e., better compression). The final result of TE/TD is a better approximation of R at the receiver. This residual is added to the corresponding reference frame to build the final decoded non-key frame. The decoded non-key frame may also be stored in a buffer at the decoder (not shown) to be used as reference for subsequent GOP frames (as discussed in Section 2.2).
Resource Implications of Control Parameter Selection
Before moving on, we emphasize several salient points. The control parameter α, as previously described, modifies compression workload and will have the following effects.
(1) Energy consumption is typically a function of processor workload. Thus, since our control parameter reduces the amount of ME performed at encoder and decoder, it also influences the energy spent by both sides in coding a non-key frame. Models which relate energy consumption to control parameters are discussed in the next section. (2) When better side information (SI) is created at the decoder in the preceding implementation, less data is transmitted (i.e., less bandwidth is required). Typically, better SI is obtained when (i) there is high correlation between video frames or (ii) the encoder has a greater role in motion estimation. While we have no control over the correlation in video streams, the control parameter directly alters the encoder's search in motion estimation and therefore affects the overall bandwidth. Typically, communication energy is also influenced by bandwidth utilization (details forthcoming). (3) Temperature is a function of power dissipation, whose dependence on α is similar to that of energy consumption. However, unlike energy, temperature also depends immensely on the system state (video motion activity, previous thermal state, etc.). (4) For the codec shown in Figure 2 , the controller located at the encoder side dynamically solves Equation (1) and determines the value of α. Thus, the controller's workload represents an additional source of energy consumption (and heat) at the encoder side which is not required in the conventional PVC-and DVC-based codec implementations.
RESOURCE MODELS
As previously discussed, control parameter α critically impacts the bandwidth, energy consumption, and temperature of both encoder and decoder. In this section, we present models for bandwidth, energy, and temperature.
Bandwidth Estimation
The controller in Figure 2 needs accurate values for bandwidth in order to solve Equation (1). Let d denote bandwidth from this point forward.
Key Frame Bandwidth. In our implementation, parameter α does not influence the coding of key frames. Hence, the bandwidth d for key frames is a constant determined at runtime and depends only on the nature of the video stream. Since key frames are the first frames encoded and decoded within a GOP, the required key frame bandwidth for the current GOP is known by the controller and may be used to solve Equation (1).
Non-key Frame Bandwidth. Non-key frame bandwidth may be expressed as function of video source statistics and encoding. The video source statistics reflect the complexity of the video scene as well as the temporal correlation within the video stream. In this article, the encoding is described in terms of the workload balancing parameter α, discussed in previous sections. We estimate the required bandwidth through offline training and online history phases as follows.
-Offline Phase. Training frames are randomly selected from benchmark video sequences to characterize bandwidth d for different video statistics. We record the d(α) required by each training frame over some discrete points in α. Every d(α) recorded is fitted by an x-degree polynomial. For example, two fits for d(α) using x = 2, 6 are shown in Figure 4 . In our experiments, we found that our fits were monotonically decreasing with increasing α, which makes intuitive sense. The SI's accuracy should be greater when the encoder is more involved in ME, since the encoder possesses the non-key frame being compressed. For simplicity, we will only consider linear fits (x = 1) for d(α), but our framework may be extended to higherorder fits as well. -Online Phase. The result of the offline phase is a library D of curves representing the bandwidth d as a function of α for different levels of motion activity, temporal correlation, etc., in video sequences. In the online phase, we track the amount of bandwidth d for each non-key frame in the the last several GOPs. For the current GOP, the bandwidth d(α) is estimated by selecting the fit from D which most closely resembles the current bandwidth statistics. One way of accomplishing this is by solving a linear least squares problem. We withhold the details for brevity.
Energy Consumption Modeling
The energy consumption for key and non-key frames at the sender and receiver is attributed to (i) the computational operations (DCT, motion estimation, entropy encoding, etc.) that compress video information and (ii) the data communicated between devices. In this section, we describe energy/power for both sources and their contributions to each frame and GOP.
5.2.1. Computational Energy. As described in He et al. [2008] , a DVFS (dynamic voltage frequency scaling) framework can be used to approximate microprocessor power consumption. In this article, we obtain a constant power P for the major modules shown in Figure 2 by profiling the complexity of each. While there are some advanced ways for evaluating complexity [Pu et al. 2006] , in this article, we follow the method used in He et al. [2008] , where complexity for each module was determined by measuring average processor cycles.
Calculation of Energy.
Energy can be obtained for any module by multiplying constant power P by the time t taken to complete the module.
Profiling Time Durations. The time t is determined for each module by profiling with respect to α. We found that t for nearly all encoding and decoding frame operations was constant. The only exceptions were motion estimation (ME) and turbo decoding (TD). Since the search range for ME is proportional to α, we approximate t ME,e and t ME,d (time needed for ME at the sender and receiver, respectively) with linear functions of α. Note that as α increases (decreases), the encoder's (decoder's) role in ME increases. Therefore, t ME,e and t ME,d have positive and negative slopes with respect to α respectively. Table I contains the variable names for other profiled times. These times will be referred to in subsequent sections.
Transmission/Reception
Energy. In order to recreate the video sequence at the receiver, the sender must send motion vectors and error-correcting image data to the receiver. To account for this energy, we adopt the models used in Chhetri et al. [2005] where energy consists of three components: transmitter electronics energy, radio energy, and receiver electronics energy. The transmit power is given by
where r denotes bit rate, d tx denotes the transmission distance between the sender and receiver, a 1 denotes the electronics energy spent in transmitting one data bit, a 2 > 0 is a constant related to the radio energy, and n x represents the path loss index. The power consumed when receiving data is given by rx = a 3 r,
where a 3 denotes the electronics energy spent in receiving a single bit of data. tx and rx are the Watts required to transmit and receive data at r bits per second. Therefore, the required energy for transmission (reception) can be computed by multiplying tx ( rx ) by d r , where d is the bandwidth or amount of data sent (received).
Energy Consumption of Frames.
Sender Energy for Key Frames. As discussed in Section 5.1, the bandwidth d for key frames is a constant which will be known at runtime and only depends on the video statistics (not workload balancing parameter α). Therefore, we estimate the energy for encoding key frames with constant E key,e .
Receiver Energy for Key Frames. Using similar logic as just described, we also estimate the energy for decoding key frames with constant E key,d .
Sender Energy for Non-key Frames. The energy consumed for encoding non-key frames depends on α and is approximated with
E R,e accounts for residual encoding energy. E ME,e is the energy required for motion estimation (ME) at the encoder and is dependent on α. As described in Section 5.2.1, t ME,e is increasing with respect to α, which implies that E ME,e is also increasing in α. The third term corresponds to residual bit transmission energy, which depends on the bit rate r and how much information (bandwidth) is needed to improve SI at the decoder. We will assume r is fixed in the article. As discussed in Section 5.1, non-key frame bandwidth is estimated by d(α), which is a linear function of α with negative slope. E MV,e is the energy required to encode and transmit motion vector (MV) information. The cases α = 1 and α = 0 correspond to the strict PVC and DVC systems described in Section 4.1. When α = 0, the encoder does not perform ME, so the total energy consumed does not include the energy required for ME, E ME,e , nor the energy required to encode and transmit MV's, E MV,e .
Receiver Energy for Non-key Frames. The energy consumed for decoding non-key frames also depends on α and is approximated with
E R,d refers to the energy needed for all processes in the residual decoding module except turbo decoding (TD). E ME,d is the energy for the decoder's ME/SI process and is a function of α similar to that of the encoder side. However, on this side, E ME,d is a decreasing function of α because the decoder's role in ME is reduced with greater α. The bandwidth d(α) is used to scale the Watts required for data reception rx and the energy needed to turbo decode, E TD . E MV,d refers to the energy spent in receiving and decoding MVs. As discussed for the encoder side, when α = 0, the codec corresponds to the strict DVC approach. Therefore, E MV,d is not required when the decoder performs full ME (α = 0) because the encoder has no MVs to send.
GOP Energy.
Given the layered group-of-picture (GOP) structure (Section 2.2) and the preceding energy models with their dependence on α, the energy expressions for an entire GOP at the sender and receiver are given by
nkey,e (α), (9) and
where l represents the number of frames in the GOP. E
(j)
nkey,e and E
nkey,d represent the energy required to encode and decode the jth non-key frame, respectively.
Temperature Modeling
RC Thermal Model.
We assume the sender and receiver devices are processors with communication hardware. The thermal behavior of such electronic devices can be modeled with an RC circuit (see Figure 5) , where voltage represents temperature and current represents power consumption. Resistance R is the potential heat path throughout the device, while capacitance C indicates the ability of the device to store heat [Cohen et al. 2003 ]. The RC thermal model defines the following relationship between the core temperature/ambient temperature potential difference T and power consumption P(t).
In this work, we assume the encoder and decoder are characterized by one R and C parameter each. For improved accuracy, one could model the processor and communication hardware separately with two coupled RC models. We leave this for future work.
Power Profiles and GOP Thermal Behavior.
In this article, we approximate P(t) for any device by a set of step functions. Using the constant power and time values obtained through profiling each module (see Section 5.2.1), a step function for all key and non-key frames in a GOP can be created.
Key Frame Power Profiles. The power profiles for encoding and decoding of key frames are shown in Figures 6(a) and 6(b) . At the encoder, we assume a constant P key,e over interval t key,e . These values include the power and time required to intra-encode, intra-decode, and transmit encoded data. The decoder power profile (see Figure 6 (b)) includes a brief rest interval which occurs while the encoder is intra-encoding the current key frame. We ignore static leakage and assume zero power consumption for simplicity in the rest interval (this applies to similar situations below as well). P key,d and t key,d are the power and time required to receive and intra-decode the key frame. (Figure 6(c) ), encoding begins with the motion estimation (ME) module which takes a time duration dependent on α, t ME,e (α), and requires constant power consumption P ME,e . Next, the residual encoding and MV encoding/transmission occur with constant power consumptions (P R,e and P MV,e ) and within constant time durations (t R,e and t MV,e ). The encoder can rest in the next interval, which takes t ME,d (α) + t R1,d time units, during which the decoder is performing ME, generating SI, and performing the portion of residual decoding required for TD. Following rest, the encoder sends d(α) error correcting bits to the decoder. For simplicity, we assume a constant power level for transmission, P tx , over this interval which lasts for t TD,tx (α) units of time. The encoder rests for another constant time period which occurs while the decoder finishes the residual decoding modules and reconstructs the non-key frame. The decoder power profile (Figure 6(d) ) is explained in a similar fashion and the power profiles for α = 0 (not shown) are only slightly modified versions of these. We shall omit the details for brevity. Figures 6(a)-6(d) , a power profile for a GOP of any length can be constructed by concatenating key and non-key power profiles corresponding to each video frame in the GOP. For example, the profiles for a GOP of length 2 are shown in Figures 6(e) and 6(f) for the encoder and decoder.
Non-key Frame Power Profiles. The power profiles for encoding and decoding of nonkey frames are shown in Figures 6(c) and 6(d). At the encoder
GOP Power Profiles. Using the power profiles shown in
Determining Future Temperatures. One can easily determine a solution to Equation (11) when P(t) is a constant over a time interval (such as for any interval shown in the preceding power profiles). For constant nonzero power consumption P i beginning at time t i and ending at final time t f , one may solve Equation (11) and find that
where T nat,i = RP i .
Intuitively, T nat,i is the "natural" or steady state operating temperature for constant power consumption P i and can be obtained by setting Equation (11) equal to zero, then solving. Similarly, for P i = 0 (neglecting static leakage) beginning at time t i and ending at time t f , one may solve Equation (11) for
Given a GOP power profile P(t) such as in Figures 6(e) and 6(f) and some initial device temperature, one can apply Equations (12), (13), and (14) to model device thermal behavior within any time slot. The resulting temperature for each slot may be used as the initial temperature for the next slot and so forth until the end of the GOP. Furthermore, one can obtain the temperature after coding several GOPs by using the final temperature of the first GOP as the initial temperature of the next GOP and so forth. We illustrate this concept for the encoder side using the power profile shown in Figure 6 (e). Let T e (t, i) refer to the temperature corresponding to time t while encoding the ith GOP. Using the procedure just described, there are seven equations that govern thermal behavior of the encoder.
where T nat,j is calculated using Equation (13) for j = {0, 1, 2, 5, 6, 8} (assume P 0 = P ME,e , P 1 = P R,e , etc.), T e (t 0 , 0) is the device temperature before encoding the first GOP, and T e (t 0 , i) = T e (t 10 , i − 1) ∀ i > 0. Each equation corresponds to a step shown in Figure 6 (e) and expresses the thermal behavior within a step's time interval (t 0 to t 1 , t 1 to t 2 , etc.). As shown in the figure, the total time spent in the intervals corresponding to Equations (15) and (19) depends on α. This implies that times t 0 , t 1 , . . ., t 10 are all functions of α. Thus, altering α impacts the device's thermal footprint over time.
There are eight equations that govern temperature at the decoder side which can be derived similarly by using Figure 6 (f). We shall not be describe them for brevity.
OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
In the previous section, we described our models for energy, bandwidth, and temperature. We now return to the optimization problem described in Section 3.2. For simplicity, the algorithm presented in this article only focuses on satisfying thermal constraints, but we could always include bandwidth if necessary. We shall investigate additional control parameters, such as dynamic quantization, for more coarse-level tuning of key and non-key frame bandwidth in future work.
Overview. Our algorithm follows a general methodology. First, we find a feasible range of α that satisfies thermal constraints for the encoder and decoder. Mathematically, we find
where A e and A d refer to the encoder's and decoder's respective ranges. A represents the overlapping region within which thermal constraints are satisfied at both encoder and decoder. Thus, if we restrict the energy minimization problem to α ∈ A, all thermal constraints shall be met. As long as A = ∅ (i.e., thermal constraints can be physically met), this method should result in an optimal solution. Disregarding bandwidth constraints and assuming a feasible thermal range, our optimization problem may now be written as
In the next section, we discuss two methods for obtaining feasible range A. The subsequent section describes a procedure for solving Equation (25) when A = ∅. Finally, in Section 6.3, we discuss an alternative algorithm which switches objective functions when thermal constraints are violated (A = ∅).
Identifying Feasible Range
We investigate two methods for obtaining a feasible thermal range.
(1) Stable State Thermal Method. We assume that the video statistics (complexity, bandwidth, etc.) remain constant as the number of GOPs coded approaches infinity (i → ∞). Under this assumption, the power profiles periodic behavior (Figures 6(e) and 6(f)) will eventually result in a repeating thermal pattern (or "stable state") for both the encoder and decoder. A feasible range is determined by examining temperatures within the stable state. (2) Transient Thermal Method. In this method, we also assume constant video statistics, but for a finite duration of time rather than as i → ∞. We predict the peak temperatures which result after coding a finite number of GOPs and from these determine a feasible range for α.
The advantage of the stable state approach is its simplicity, but its main assumption has a flaw. While there are similar levels of motion activity and frame correlation among consecutive video frames and GOPs, these levels could change before the stable state is ever reached. For example, consider a portion of video characterized by high motion which requires large bandwidth. If the temperatures at the encoder and decoder are considerably lower than the thermal constraint C T and the high motion segment is short, then the stable state method could result in more-conservative-thannecessary feasible ranges and waste energy. For such situations, the transient thermal method may be more appropriate.
6.1.1. Stable State Thermal Method. As previously described, if we assume constant bandwidth, the power's periodic behavior (Figures 6(e) and 6(f)) will eventually result in a repeating thermal pattern (or "stable state") with an identical period. Intuitively, stable state temperatures for any α can be obtained for the encoder by examining Equations (15)-(21). When the stable state is reached, T e (t, i) = T e (t, i − 1) ∀t. Therefore, one only needs to solve the system of equations using the condition T e (t 0 , i) = T e (t 10 , i). Upon doing so, we have seven analytical expressions for stable state temperature which are functions of α. Then peak temperature for the GOP is determined as follows. There are only five time instances where the maximum encoder GOP temperature T max,e may occur. The temperature is guaranteed to be monotonically decreasing over intervals with zero power consumption (Eq. (14)) which removes them from consideration. For those nonzero power intervals (i.e., where Eq. (12) holds), the temperature may monotonically increase or decrease depending on the nature of the stable state. However, a maximum can only occur at the end of one of these intervals (see Figure 6(e) ). Therefore, we find the maximum temperature for the encoder by comparing temperatures at only these points.
where T e (t j , ∞) refers to the stable state temperature corresponding to t j . Note that T max,e is a function of α because t 0 , t 1 , etc., depend on α. A set of eight equations (not shown) and similar logic can be used to obtain peak decoder temperature.
With this, we can find the peak temperature in the stable state at both sides of the system for a given α. Now we must find the feasible ranges for which α satisfies the thermal constraint at both encoder and decoder. Recall that E ME,e (α) and E ME,d (α) from Section 5.2.3 as well as d(α) from Section 5.1 are all linear in α. This implies that peak temperatures are strictly decreasing or increasing functions with respect to α.
Encoder's Range. When the peak temperature at the encoder is strictly decreasing, we perform a binary search over α and find a lower boundary value and range.
For the strictly increasing case, we perform a similar search and find an upper boundary value and range.
Decoder's Range. This side's boundary values and range are determined just as the encoder's. Therefore, for A d , simply replace the "e" subscript in all of the preceding with "d". α = 0 Case. The encoder and decoder range equations discussed previously are subject to α i > 0 because energy consumption follows a different model for α = 0 (see Section 5.2.3). Although the temperatures for α = 0 + may fail to meet thermal constraints, those for α = 0 can pass because the encoder doesn't perform ME. This removes the additional burden present at both ends of the system for coding and communication of encoder MVs. We perform a separate test with the appropriate models for α = 0, considering both the encoder and decoder sides, to obtain
Stable State Feasible Range. This is given by combining the preceding feasible ranges.
6.1.2. Transient Thermal Method. Obtaining feasible ranges with the transient thermal method is similar to the stable state method. We highlight the differences for brevity. In contrast to the stable state method, we assume identical d will be exchanged for fixed number of GOPs, n. Then, we predict maximum system temperatures in processing the next n GOPs (rather than a maximum stable state temperature).
We discuss how to obtain T max,e (α), but omit the details for T max,d (α) because the concept is similar. We evaluate the thermal behavior over n GOPs by evaluating the seven encoder equations (Eqs. (15)- (21)) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, assuming initial temperature T e (t 0 , 1) is known. Note this initial temperature can always be calculated accurately (before evaluating the preceding equations) because the actual bandwidth d, t ME,e , t R,e , etc., will be known after processing all previous GOPs. The encoder's peak temperature after n GOPs is given by
As discussed for the stable state thermal method, we can ignore the temperatures for those zero power intervals (i.e., where Eq. (14) holds), since temperature must decrease within them (and hence they cannot be maxima). T max,d (α) is derived similarly and will not be discussed for brevity. We can obtain the encoder's feasible range A e , the decoder's feasible range A d , A 0 , and the total feasible range A using a similar search procedure as the stable state thermal method.
Energy Optimization Algorithm
With the feasible range A obtained by either of the preceding procedures, we may now solve Equation (25). Note that E e and E d are strictly increasing or decreasing linear functions of α because E ME,e (α), E ME,d (α), and d(α) are each linear. This implies that the objective is convex and may be solved by a linear search through feasible range A. Three possible scenarios are shown in Figure 7 to illustrate this idea. Let A min and A max refer to the smallest and largest values in A (excluding A 0 ). In Figures 7(a) and 7(c), the α * which minimizes the objective is A max . In Figure 7 (b), α * occurs at the intersection of E e (α) and E d (α) (referred to as A int ). The α * determined by this algorithm will maximize the system lifetime (by minimizing the energy used by the harder working side) and maintain thermally safe operating temperatures at both encoder and decoder.
Alternative Objectives
The preceding method will return a suitable α * provided that safe operating temperatures are possible given the current state of the system. When it is simply not possible to meet thermal constraints for any choice of α (i.e., A = ∅), we determine α * in one of several ways depending on whether either side of the system (encoder or decoder) is currently violating a thermal constraint. Thermal violation can be detected quite easily. The controller applies the thermal model, equations, etc., after any GOP (since d will be known after the current GOP has been completely coded). In this way, either side's thermal state can always be tracked by the controller. Different objective functions are utilized when a thermal violation is detected as follows.
Neither Encoder Nor Decoder Violates. We simply solve the energy minimization (Eq. (25) ) such that Eq. (26).
Encoder Thermal Violation. If T e (α) > C T , the objective we consider is α * = argmin(T max,e (α)),
Intuitively, if there is a violation at the encoder side of the system, the new objective biases the controller's decisions. Rather than minimizing energy, this objective function's goal is to minimize the increase in temperature at the overheated encoder side while staying below the thermal constraint at the non-violating decoder side. Solving the new objective is similar to Equation (25) and will not be discussed for brevity.
Decoder Thermal Violation. Similarly, if T d (α) > C T , the objective we consider is
The method for solving this objective is similar to that of the preceding and will not be repeated for brevity.
Simultaneous Encoder and Decoder Thermal Violations. If constraints are simultaneously violated, then graceful degradation methods (frame dropping, increased quantization, etc.) need to be employed to reduce workload, energy, etc. We will not consider such methods in this article, and therefore, for this final case (T e (α), T d (α) > C T ), we will only solve the energy minimization (Eq. (25)) such that 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 upon occurrence. In future work, we plan on combining workload balancing with graceful degradation methods so that workload/energy can be shifted, reduced, or both to appease system constraints.
COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we discuss the time complexity for the proposed stable state and transient algorithms. Low complexity and speed are important for dynamic thermal and energy management algorithms. For video coding in real time, speed is needed to maintain satisfactory frame rates and keep distortion low. The controller computations also require energy. Therefore, the additional computational burdens caused by dynamic control should be less invasive if possible.
Both stable state and transient algorithms require estimation of d(α), calculation of feasible range A, and solving Eq. (25) for α * . For simplicity, we will ignore the requirements for d(α) since this depends on the estimation method and will impact both algorithms equally.
Stable State
Binary searches are used to find range boundary values α e l (or α e u ) and α d l (or α d u ) (see Section 6.1.1). For our searches, we uniformly discretized the range (0,1] by step size s = .01, which meant S = 100 possibilities for range boundary values. Typically, the average and worst case performance for binary search is O(log S). However, in order to test any α requires calculation of the stable state temperatures T e (t j , ∞) which depends on the number of processing equations or states. Without loss of generality, assume J e and J d are the number of processing equations for the encoder and decoder respectively. Therefore, the time complexity for the encoder's and decoder's range boundary values are O(J e log S) and O(J d log S), respectively. Computation of A 0 is equivalent to testing a single α in the preceding binary search. Therefore, the time complexities for the encoder and decoder are O(J e ) and O(J d ), respectively. Finally, solving Eq. (25) for α * requires comparing encoder and decoder energies at several discrete points in α. Since this search is only through one variable, its contribution (15)- (21)) and approximation method (Equation (38)).
to the overall complexity is small. The largest contribution to time complexity is finding A, making the total time complexity for the stable state thermal analysis method O((J e + J d ) log S)).
Reducing Computational Demands
In our original formulation (Equation (1)), we assume that an optimal control parameter value α * is found at the start of every GOP. However, the solutions to Equation (1) may be optimal or nearly optimal for consecutive GOPs. Rather than obtaining feasible range A and solving for a new control parameter value at every GOP, we could solve for new α * in an adaptive fashion (i.e., only when necessary). In this article, we determine if new parameters are needed by comparing the bandwidth actually used for the previous GOP with the bandwidth predicted by our models and the previously chosen parameter. If the difference exceeds a predefined threshold, we assume the previously obtained α * is no longer valid for current video statistics and re-solve the optimization problem.
RESULTS
Setup
We test several codec schemes on five QCIF benchmark videos: akiyo, carphone, foreman, mobile, and stefan (listed in order of motion activity). Each benchmark consists of 300 video frames. We also created an additional 300-frame video sequence called "mixed" by alternating the contents of akiyo and stefan as follows: 100 frames of akiyo, followed by 50 frames of stefan, followed by another 100 frames of akiyo, and the remainder filled with stefan. Tests are conducted for the entire 300-frame duration of the preceding benchmarks. Initial encoder and decoder temperatures are 70 o C, and we assume thermal constraint C T = 80 o C.
For all codecs, macroblock (MB) length and motion estimation (ME) search range are fixed at N = 8 and p = 13, respectively. For the hybrid PVC/DVC codecs under test, assume the following.
-The controller determines a new α * either (i) when the estimated bandwidth d differs from the actual bandwidth by more than 10% (see Section 7.3) or (ii) when thermal violations occur (see Section 6.3). Before bandwidth statistics are accumulated at runtime, α * = .5 is used as a simple compromise to initialize the system. -The fit library D (see Section 5.1) is composed of 25 linear fits from the akiyo, foreman, and stefan benchmarks. -The controller is always present at the encoder side. We account for its energy and temperature as described for other modules in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.3.2. -We assume β = 1 in our objective function (see Section 3.2) in an attempt to achieve perfect balance between the total energy used at the encoder and total energy used at the decoder.
Recorded Data
For each codec tested, we record the following.
-The peak temperatures over the course of the experiment at the encoder (T max,e ) and decoder (T max,d ) in o C. -The total energy (Joules) used by the encoder (E tot,e ) and decoder (E tot,d ). Note that in all tables, we show total system energy E tot = E tot,e + E tot,d and E max = max(E tot,e , E tot,d ). E max is related to our lifetime objective. In general, lower E max means longer lifetime because energy usage is more balanced. -The average peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of all non-key frames. PSNR is a typical metric for estimating video quality and is given in dB. -The average bandwidth d per frame (in kbits). Note that this average includes error correcting residual information as well as motion vectors (when applicable). -The α * determined by the controller at runtime. 
Simulation Experiments
We conduct three major simulation experiments.
-In our first set of tests, we assume a GOP of length 2 and compare the performance of three codecs: strict PVC (α = 1), strict DVC (α = 0), and our proposed hybrid Table II and Figures 9, 10, and 11 show the results for our first set of tests. In general, Proposed I (our approach which applies stable state analysis) shows a better compromise between energy, temperatures, and quality for all videos when compared to the stricter codecs, but does require more total energy and some additional bandwidth. Figure 9 shows the α * selected by the Proposed I controller for the lowest, highest, and mixed motion benchmarks: akiyo, stefan, and mixed. We found that the optimal distribution of workload was more towards the decoder for all videos (α < .5 indicates a greater role for the decoder). For low-motion videos, such as akiyo, there was typically very little variation in data rate, power consumption, etc. Hence, the α * chosen is rather static. For mixed and stefan, we see some variation in α * over time. In mixed, the first 100 frames (first 50 GOPs) which are taken from akiyo have the same α * as akiyo, but over the remaining 100 GOPs, there is significant variation. In stefan, there is variation in α * due to changes in motion content as well as temperature violations.
Distribution of Workload.
Peak Temperature. Please refer to Table II for the peak temperature results. The strict PVC and DVC systems violate C T at the encoder and decoder sides by approximately 14 o C and 6.6 o C on average, respectively. The worst violation (18.3 o C) occurs at the encoder side during the stefan benchmark. For Proposed I, thermal violations only occur for the mobile and stefan benchmarks and to much lesser degrees than the strict codecs because the proposed system is able to balance workload. Figure 11 shows the peak temperature over time for the mixed benchmark at the encoder (a) and decoder (b). For strict PVC and DVC, the temperature at the harderworking side (encoder in PVC, decoder in DVC) generally increases over the course of the experiment and eventually violates C T around the 100th GOP. Furthermore, the temperature at the side with less work (decoder in PVC, encoder in DVC) fluctuates over time, but is never in danger of exceeding C T . In contrast, Proposed I balances workload between two sides to obtain safe operating temperatures during the course of the experiment. As discussed earlier, workload is biased more towards the decoder (see Figure 9) . Therefore, the encoder and decoder temperatures for Proposed I shown in Figure 11 more closely resemble DVC's. However, encoder and decoder temperatures are shifted towards and away from C T , respectively.
Although the controller was able to maintain thermal constraints while coding the mixed benchmark, this was not the case when coding stefan. Although temperature violations could not be avoided, Proposed I was still able to balance the thermal violations by making use of alternative objectives (see Section 6.3). Figure 10 shows the encoder and decoder temperatures for stefan. One can see the alternative objective kick Fig. 9 . α * determined by the Proposed I controller over the course of the akiyo, stefan, and mixed benchmarks. Fig. 10 . Encoder and decoder peak temperatures over time for the stefan benchmark using the Proposed I system. in when the decoder's temperature reaches C T (at around the 60th GOP) and several objective switches occur thereafter under similar circumstances. Objective switches while coding stefan may also be observed in Figure 9 , where α * begins to shift workload towards the encoder (α = 1) as the decoder temperature reaches the constraint.
Energy. Concerning total system energy (E tot = E tot,e + E tot,d ), Table II shows that DVC typically requires more than PVC for all benchmarks. Since Proposed I generally biases workload more towards the decoder (see Figure 9 ), Proposed I's total energy is closer to DVC's. However, Proposed I actually requires even more than DVC due to the additional controller workload and bandwidth usage (see below).
Regarding E max (= max(E tot,e , E tot,d )), one can see that Proposed I achieves more balanced energy consumption between the encoder and decoder for all benchmarks. Proposed I reduces E max in PVC and DVC by 15.1% and 10.8% on average. This should correspond to an increase in lifetime since it will take longer to exhaust energy at either side of the system. Quality. Note that higher PSNR values correspond to better visual quality. In general, we found that there wasn't a great difference in PSNR between the codecs. This is because α doesn't explicitly introduce loss into the system. Enough data can always be exchanged between encoder and decoder to obtain similar visual quality.
Bandwidth. Table II shows that more bandwidth d is required for benchmarks with greater motion content (e.g., akiyo vs. stefan). Among the codecs, we find that Proposed I requires approximately 3.9% and 3.5% more bandwidth on average than PVC and DVC. 8.3.2. Stable State (Proposed I) vs. Transient (Proposed II) . In this section, we compare results for Proposed I and Proposed II. Proposed II is a codec which applies transient thermal analysis (discussed in Section 6.1.2), but the same algorithm and objective Note: *denotes a violation of thermal constraint C T = 80 o C. Note: n = ∞ refers to the Proposed I results. * denotes C T violation. frames in the GOP. This is most obvious for the strict DVC codec. Like n in Section 8.3.2, there should be an optimal l which depends on video source statistics. -With less data exchanged, the total energy E tot and E max also decrease with longer GOPs. Comparing PVC, DVC, and Proposed I, we see that Proposed I still obtains the smallest E max and, therefore, longest lifetime. While PVC still uses the least amount of total energy E tot , Proposed I requires less total energy when compared to DVC for l = 4, 8. -There is less power consumed and hence lower temperatures at the encoder and decoder. While this meant that PVC and Proposed I could maintain safe operating temperatures at encoder and decoder for l = 4, 8, the strict DVC approach still results in thermal violations at the decoder side. -Although we have not recorded this in Table IV , we also found that average α * values obtained by Proposed I's controller increased with longer GOPs. For l = 2, 4, 8, the averages were .182, .412, and .522, respectively.
CONCLUSION
The hybrid PVC/DVC system with controller shows promise. Compared to strict PVC and DVC systems, the proposed method achieves longer system lifetime and improves thermal footprint of both encoder and decoder through workload balancing. In this article, we also presented two heuristics for thermal prediction: one which makes decisions based on temperatures at ∞ and another that utilizes current temperatures and transient behavior. We found that there are scenarios where one heuristic may be preferred over the other. Finally, experiments with longer GOPs show that the proposed method still provides advantages over strict systems.
In future works, we plan on making improvements to the energy and thermal models for better accuracy. For instance, we would like to study a thermal model where the processor and communication hardware are coupled and require different thermal constraints. We would also like to extend the power models to include static leakage power. Finally, we want to investigate opportunities for visual quality degradation and combine them with our workload balancing approach. Such an integrated method would not only shift workload, energy consumption, etc. between encoder and decoder, but could also be used to reduce bandwidth utilization, energy, and thermal violations.
